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1.If Looks Could Kill 2:59
2.early morning Fog bank 5:36
3.The Shallow end 5:12
4.Hope in Hopeless Places 4:52
5.Love in the Time of Anticipated Defeat 5:41
6.Suicide leap from the Hollywood Sign 6:14
7.Leaves Fall and make no Sound 5:27
8.Drownings 4:18
9.The Day After 5:35
10.broken Treasures 5:26

to listen please visit:
www.dynamophone.com /7saturdays

NIGHT DRIVING LEADS TO INSPIRATION
It’s 3 in the morning. You’ve been working 2 days straight. You found roof access and you’re 
looking out at the night view of the city. Theres a slight breeze coming in from the east. 
How did it come to this? When did things drift this far off? With lushly built metro-scapes 
of shortwave radio, e-bow, rhodes, and other electronics, ‘Love in the Time of Anticipated 
Defeat’ is the soundtrack to those moments before great change. 10 masterfully crafted 
tracks reckoning to blade-runner era Vangelis and ‘Plight and Premonition’ by David 
Sylvian/Holger Czukay, Seven Saturdays 3rd album carves out it’s own astute presence.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
The subtle melodic nuances of Jonathan D. Haskell 
draw musical inspiration from late night drives lost in 
the mulholland hills of after hours Los Angeles. In these 
quiet moments symphonic landscapes emerge to form 
the headphone-centric Seven Saturdays.

Seven Saturdays makes you feel as if you’re on those 
late night drives, creating music with delicate keyboards 

and distant vocals that tug at your heart strings. While recorded in Los Angeles, Seven 
Saturdays strays from your typical indie rock band. The recordings of Seven Saturdays 
comprise an impressive list of talented musicians including: morgan Kibby (m83), mike 
Garson (David bowie, Smashing Pumpkins), Wesley Precourt (Dave Stewart, Jenny Lewis), 
and eric Heywood (The Pretenders, ray Lamontagne).

In early 2010, Seven Saturdays released a self-titled eP which Stereogum described as 
“gripping and mellowly epic” and spent 6 weeks on CmJ’s Top 200 radio charts. now 
Haskell is releasing the Secret Things remix eP, which includes a reworked track by Sun 
Airway that Pitchfork described as “sparkling” (other contributers are: memoryhouse, 
White Sea, Teen Daze, Houses and millionyoung), and a collection of ambient recordings 
entitled Love In The Time of Anticipated Defeat, out April 28 on Dynamophone records.


